Quantitative analysis of histological tissue image based on cytological profiles and spatial statistics.
The cellular heterogeneity and complex tissue architecture of most tumor samples is a major obstacle in image analysis on standard hematoxylin and eosin-stained (H&E) tissue sections. A mixture of cancer and normal cells complicates the interpretation of their cytological profiles. Furthermore, spatial arrangement and architectural organization of cells are generally not reflected in cellular characteristics analysis. To address these challenges, first we describe an automatic nuclei segmentation of H&E tissue sections. In the task of deconvoluting cellular heterogeneity, we adopt Landmark based Spectral Clustering (LSC) to group individual nuclei in such a way that nuclei in the same group are more similar. We next devise spatial statistics for analyzing spatial arrangement and organization, which are not detectable by individual cellular characteristics. Our quantitative, spatial statistics analysis could benefit H&E section analysis by refining and complementing cellular characteristics analysis.